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INTRODUCTION
The Piper Pacer has a very interesting history.  First, the company it came from were famous for producing the ever famous, 
world renown Piper J-3 Cub which was so well known that it was even used in WWII as an observer aircraft as well as being the 
plane of choice in the old days as a trainer for student pilots in the civilian sector.

Piper then created the Pacer series, a 4 seater aircraft with one door on each side, one on the right front, and one on the left 
rear.  The plane, a tail dragger, created first in 1949, went into production in 1950.  The aircraft had a huge following, and 
Piper hoping to make the plane even more safe as an economical way to both fly and travel, created the Tri-Pacer, also known 
as the flying milk stool.  This version was more easy to take off and taxi in, but followers and enthusiasts still preferred the 
tail dragger, with some buyers actually retro-fitting the tail dragger landing gear to the tri-Pacer, reverting it back to a tail 
dragger.

Production continued for the Pacer, going up into 1960 with over 10,000 units of the Pacer family being produced, roughly over 
a thousand in tail dragger variation and over 9,000 in tri-pacer variation.

The planes were very afforable, economical to own and fly, and were seen everywhere.  They were rugged and great for landing 
in the country sides in the grass, on roads, etc.  Hunters bought them and could land in the outlands easily.  Business men had 
them and could fly all over the United States without having to worry about plane tickets and boarding lines.  You were your 
own captain.

Now, decades later, far into the future, into the year 2012, we still find that amazingly, the Piper Pacer is still widely used.  
Seen at most private airports and all over Alaska, these planes have withstood the test of time, still flying, doing missions in 
bush flying with kits put on them such as new, high tech panels, new heavy-duty landing gear with giant tundra tires and other 
high tech equipment and fittings to make them even more efficient in flying.  With an airframe made of steel tubing, fabric and 
wood, this bird refuses to go into its rest.  It just keeps on flying.

I wanted for years to make this for Flight Simulator.  My FS mentor, Bill Lyons had made one, and now, for Prepar3D (and FSX) I 
have been able to create one myself with tons of neat features I felt would be great in the virtual skies of FS.
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INTRODUCTION
At first, I set out only to create the tail dragger vintage classic Pacer tail dragger, the PA20.  But, as we (the team and I) 
gathered momentum in the project, things kept getting added.  Soon, we had a float version with classic, vintage pontoons.  Then 
came another panel version.  Talk came to the flight sim forums and one bush pilot enthusiast asked ‘I do hope you will have a 
bush version with tundra tires!’, so that was added to the list.  Then the Tri-Pacer; ‘Bill, you have to make that!  You must!’  So 
that Tri-Pacer came about.

Now, several months later, the quick project had become a behemoth, sporting 4 different landing gear systems, 3 different 
era’s of instrument panels, 2 versions of era instrumentation (gauges), 2D panels, and paint schemes that range from vintage 
‘new’ (for that time) to worn out, faded, mud covered, over worked Alaskan bush planes with giant high-impact tundra tires on 
them.  Interiors range from mint condition 1950’s cloth and vinyl to worn out, smudged up, dirty interiors.  You even have some 
neat features like a ‘Clean your Plexiglass!’ system.  Click the plexi cleaning bottle on the floor to change the plexi status 3 
fold; normal, really dirty with bugs and things, and super clean. This even works with the gauges.  When you clean the plexi, 
you clean the gauges as well and they are seen better.  Another feature is the cargo option.  Click the wallet looking satchel 
next to you on the seat and cargo appears in the rear, tied down and ready for flight.  Another cool feature is wheel skirts, 
(one of my faves).  On the panel next to the Mixture is a switch called ‘Skirt Selector’.  Mind you, its not for dresses, but wheel 
skirts.  When you boot up into a Pacer, you will have the very early skirts fitted.  Click the selector and the more modern 
version appear.  Click again and they are all gone, nothing but bare wheels, which most Pacers had back in the old days as most 
like to land on grass runways and out in the countrysides.

So, there you have it.  This, I present to you, the Piper Pacer project ‘Super Pack’, featuring 4 variations of planes, 3 variations 
of panels, and TONS of paint schemes that feature bugs, mud, dust, dirt, wax, tender loving care and also just plain worn out 
and faded.  All you can imagine (almost) in Piper Pacers should be in here.  This is the most I can do for it, so please do not ask 
for more.  Have fun and enjoy the plane.  Its a blast to fly and with many time-era variants and paint schemes, it should take a 
long time to get bored with.  :)

Bill Ortis
Manager
Lionheart Creations Piper Super Pacer
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PERFORMANCE AND SPECS

General characteristics
Crew: one
Capacity: three passengers
Length: 20 ft 6 in (6.25 m)
Wingspan: 29 ft 3 in (8.92 m)
Height: 8 ft 4 in (2.54 m)
Wing area: 147.5 sq ft (13.70 m2)
Empty weight: 1,110 lb (503 kg)
Gross weight: 2,000 lb (907 kg)
Fuel capacity: 36 U.S. gallons (140 L; 30 imp gal)
Powerplant: 1 ◊ Lycoming O-320-B four cylinder, 
piston aircraft engine, 160 hp (120 kW)
Propellers: 2-bladed metal, fixed pitch

Performance
Maximum speed: 141 mph (227 km/h; 123 kn)
Cruise speed: 134 mph (116 kn; 216 km/h) 75% 
power, 7000ft
Stall speed: 49 mph (43 kn; 79 km/h)
Range: 500 mi (434 nmi; 805 km) with reserves, 610 
Service ceiling: 16,500 ft (5,029 m)
Rate of climb: 800 ft/min (4.1 m/s)
Wing loading: 13.5 lb/sq ft (66 kg/m≤)

Role	
 Civil utility aircraft
Manufacturer	
 Piper Aircraft
First flight	
1949 (PA-20)
1950 (PA-22)
Produced	
 1950-1954 (PA-20)
1950-1964 (PA-22)
Number built	
 1120 (PA-20)
9490 (PA-22)

PERFORMANCE
Take-off Run, ft	
 1120
Best Rate of Climb Speed (mph)	
 84
Rate of Climb (fpm)	
 800
Service Ceiling (ft)	
 16,500
Absolute Ceiling (ft)	
 19,000
Top Speed (mph)	
 141
Crusing Speed Sea Level(mph)	
125
Crusing Speed 7000 ft (mph)	
 134
Crusing Range 75% power Sea Level	
 500 miles
Stalling Speed Flaps Down (mph)	
 49
Landing Roll Flaps Down (ft)	
1480
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SIM MODEL FEATURES

FEATURES:
High resolution exterior 2048 textures
33 Total Variants
4 versions of landing gear models; 
  * Regular Classic Tail Dragger with 3 versions of    main gear;
    ---Early Wheel Fairings
    ---Modern Wheel Fairings
    ---No Wheel Fairings
  * Tri-Pacer Landing Gear with 2 versions of gear
    ---Modern Wheel Skirts
    ---No Wheel Fairings
  * Bush plane Tundra large diameter tires
  * Float Plane
3 Versions of 'Instrument Panels'.
  * Classic early Pacer era with disappearing radios for early 
versions
  * Tri-Pacer era panel with dual panel sides
  * Bush version modern aircraft carbon fiber addon with more 
modernized avionics
Disappearing Magnetic Whiskey compass on older 
version panels
2D PANELS FOR ALL 3 PANEL TYPES
This aircraft package uses the Maule stock sound 
Installer has both FSX and Prepar3D
Cleanable Plexiglass; 3 levels of clean to dirty
Click sounds

GPS System
Gauge glass on instrumentation for realism
Sliding side windows use ‘mouse drag’ to open
Clickable ‘Load Cargo’ fills back seat with cargo
Some Bush Planes come with mud on their textures
Bush model features Large, soft tundra tires and 
heavy impact landing gear
Multitudes of panel textures, from new (original) 
fresh krinkle black to chipped up worn out 
krinkle black to restored painted panels to carbon 
fiber panels with modern instrumentation
Animated pilot head movements; scans instruments
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EXTERIOR FEATURES

High detail 
tail wheel 
and linkages

tail lift 
hanels

sliding 
windows

3D raised 
ribbing on 
wings, 
fuselage and 
rudder 
surfaces

switchable 
skirts; old, 
new, none.

dirty to clean 
plexiglass

3D cutting in 
cowling lines

metal fatique 
around fuel 
tank covers, 
tops of wings

3D screws 
throughout 
interior and 
exterior

3 point 
‘option’ flaps, 
(modified 
from 2 
notches by 
most Pacer 
owners).Piper Super Pacer
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EXTERIOR FEATURES

High detail 
wings show 
extreme 3D 

ribbing

3D cowling  
hinges

floats 
feature 3D 

caps and 
bump mapping 

rivet detail 
throughout

Raiseable 
water 
rudders, 
animated, 
controlled by 
lift ring / 
cable inside 
cockpit

high detail 
nav lights 
and landing 
light 
assemblies

Control 
cables and 
flying wires
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
Lift enhancer 
tabs on Bush 
Model wings 
along upper 

surfaces

large 
diameter 

tundra tires 
on bush 
models

some paint 
schemes 
feature 

chipped paint, 
fading, and 

splashed mud 
under the 

wings from 
wet field 

landings and 
beach 

landings Piper Super Pacer
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
Bush Plane

Features wing 
lift 

enhancers 
along leading 

edges of 
wings

3D fuel caps 
and fuel tank 

covers have 
3D screws.  

Note 3D 
ribbing on 
wings and 

fuslage ‘with’ 
bump mapping 

of Dacron 
‘tape’ as well.

Lift handles 
on tail 

draggers at 
tail of 

fuselage Piper Super Pacer
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
Hide-able whisky 
compass on older 

Pacers

Hide-able control 
yokes enable good 

instrument viewing

Vintage 
instrumentation 

showing a bit of age 
and wear

Instruments 
feature glass over 

the gauge faces

Package features 3 
versions of 

instrument panels

Piper Super Pacer
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
Bush panel

Carbon Fiber surface

Modern 
instrumenation

Vertical Compass

GPS GNS-430

Modern Rocker 
Switches

Gauge glass ‘cleans’ 
with the Plexi-Glass 3 
stage cleaning system 

(note smudges on 
gauge glass). Piper Super Pacer
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
Classic Interior 

Upholstery 
features piping in 

various colors, 
chrome handles, 

arm rests

Classic 1950’s 
colors of fabrics 

and  vinyls

clickable overhead 
dome light and 

instrumentation 
lights

overhead elevator 
trim crank, rotates 

about 6 
revolutions, 

features trim 
indicator needle

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".

Some interiors 
feature  some 
dirt and grime 
and smudges in 
the fabrics. 
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
‘Clean Your Plexi!’

Plexi Clean System 
features 3 levels of 

plexi clean; 

Normal
Really Dirty!

Super Clean

Dirty features poor 
splattered bugs 

imported from the 
tundra lands of 

Alaska

Click pink ‘Plexi 
Cleaner’ bottle of 

floor, or 
windscreen, to 

‘Clean Your Plexi!’
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EXTERIOR FEATURES
‘Clean Your Plexi!’

Plexi Clean System 
features 3 levels of 

plexi clean; 

Normal
Really Dirty!

Super Clean

Dirty features poor 
splattered bugs 

imported from the 
tundra lands of 

Alaska

Click pink ‘Plexi 
Cleaner’ bottle of 

floor, or 
windscreen, to 

‘Clean Your Plexi!’
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Red Bullet Paint Scheme
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2D PANELS
Classic Panel 
features era 

vintage 
instrumentation

Tri Pacer Style 
Panel features 

GPS, ADF seeker 
and classic Pacer 

instrumenation 
layout

high technology 
carbon fiber Bush 

plane panel (addon) 
featurs GPS and 

nice, modern 
instrumenation
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CLASSIC EARLY PANEL

Radio is on the left 
with Transponder

Click Glove Box to 
make Radios 
disappear for early 
non-radio fitted 
appearance Piper Super Pacer

by Lionhea! Creations ".

ADF Gauge is under 
panel, left side

All knobs animate.  

Control Yokes are 
hide-Able

Skirts Selector 
selects wheel skirts 
of choice
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TRI PACER PANEL

Era Vintage 
Instruments with a 
little bit of aging

Krinkle Black is 
nicely rough, 
chipped in some 
paintschemes

Piper Super Pacer
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GPS SYstem in 
the Tri and Bush 
panels

Note the smooth 
bazel indentions of 
the two instrument 
cover panels, the 
nicely rounded 
edges and the 
vintage big gauge 
knobs.
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BUSH PLANE PANEL

Nice radio stack in 
this panel.  
Upgraded large, 
modern rocker 
switches.

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".

Cool looking high 
tech carbon fiber 
panel installed into 
this rugged bush 
bird restored for 
doing serious runs 
in the Alaskan and 
Canadian lands.

All knobs animate.  

Control Yokes are 
hide-Able
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Flying the Piper Super Pacer is fun.  That is the main 
thing I have realized in hearing the input from 
owners, but they have one thing that you need to be 
aware of; speed!  They will lose altitude very fast if 
you do not watch your lower speeds.  Lose power and 
you need to immediately start looking for a place to 
put down.  Aside from that, the owners fall in love 
with these planes.

Its hard to imagine that they have been around since 
the 1950�s, and now many years later.  Incredible how 
they have held up to the test of time and are still 
widely flown and quite popular as well as the fact 
that they were constructed of wood, steel tubing, and 
cloth!

Preflight:

When you get into the Pacer, you will first note (on 
these planes) that you will not have a fuel cutoff, no 
battery switch (except on the Bush plane), and no 
Avionics switch.  Just your starter and a series of 
light switches.  Thats it.  As a matter of fact, the 
actual starter switch is hidden under the seat, for 
what reason, I do not know.  But for flight sim people, 
I opted to keep the starter at the keys switch for sake 
of visibility.  (Who can look under the seat in FS?)

Switch on all that you need, fuel selector should be on 
Both, but you can set a tank if you like.  The actual 
Pacers have left and right ‘only’ on the fuel selector, 
but planes in the real world also fly better with half 
a tank on one side in real life then in the FS virtual 
world, so on that, I opted to make a ‘both’ selection on 
the fuel tank selector to make the plane just a bit 
more friendly to fly in FS.

So, with lights on, mixture on, fuel selector on, give 
the Primer a pull and push, set throttle up a tad and 
crank the starter.  Your Super Pacer should start 
right up.

Take Off; Taildragger:

If you are flying the tail dragger and you are new to 
tail draggers, you are in for a big surprize.  This will 
not be easy.  Your plane will be adversely effected by 
the torque of the engine via the propeller as well as 
rotational wind going over the plane.  The prop is also 
acting like a gyroscope and will effect your lite craft 
as well in that respect.  What you will have is a plane 
that when you ‘punch it’, you will at first veer 
towards the right, then suddenly, it will pull to the 
left ‘hard’.  Your job is to keep it going straight as you 
can with out the tail whipping around, or doing a 
ground loop.  So, you line your Piper up on the 
runway, then go ahead and ease the throttle in to 
100%.  As she begins to accelerate, you will need to 
give her left pedal to compensate the first bit of right 
pull, then stab to the right to fight the quickly 
reversing ‘left pull’ that will now take over as you 
are gaining speed.
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As you are racing down the runway, your tail will 
begin to lift up.  Now, under normal load conditions, 
temperatures (not too hot) and your altitude is not 
high (ground altitude), when you reach 60+ knots, you 
can begin pulling back on the yoke and attempting 
take off.  One notch of flaps is recommended and use it 
if you have a short runway and/or have a high 
altitude runway.

Cruise Flight:

Flaps up, trim the elevators via the overhead crank, 
set up for dynamic cruise.  Throttle should be at 75%.  
Cruise in the Piper Pacer can vary from 120 Knots to 
140 Knots.  Try to be easy on your engine, not to 
overheat it on climbs and hot days at high RPM.  
Normal cruise is 2500 RPM which comes to about 75% 
throttle.  85% would be high cruise / fast cruise.  

Note that on other aircraft, you would use the 
Manifold Pressure gauge to adjust speeds, but on the 
Pacer, you have a fixed prop, no blade adjusting to do 
in flight, so we will use only the RPM gauge to verify 
our speed settings.  (Holding the mouse over the 
throttle in the VC will also show you what your 
throttle is set at).

Please note that the airframe is not designed to go 
over 160 Knots, so that is your red line in speed 
(actual knots indicated).  The original Pacers were 
restricted to speeds in the 120 Knot range, so be 
greatful you have a ‘Super Pacer’ capable of 140 
Knots.

Your fuel range should put you at 500 Nautical Miles 
when holding to 75% throttle.  Thats quite a distance, 
so I hope you brought bottled water, soda’s and 
snacks!

Approach:

Decelerating the Pacer is like slowing down a slow 
rocket.  She is slightly heavy, and her wings are not 
huge, so she tends to drop fast and keep her speed.  Use 
your flaps, but remember with the weight and lift and 
small flaps area, you will not get alot of lift, but 
instead you will slow down and increase your descent 
rate, so when you drop your flaps, make sure you are 
ready and the runway is in site, etc.  

First notch of flaps should ‘not’ be done over 120 
Knots.  Your Pacer has the optional modification 
where an extra notch of flaps was created, so you will 
have 3 notches total to work with.  Full flaps is 60 
degrees but even with full flaps, you will not slow 
down as much as you might with other planes, so do 
not rely on your flaps for much lift or moderate 
speed braking.  They will help you slow down, but that 
is about it.

Landing:

Landing the Piper Pacer is a nice experience.  She will 
land very gently.  You’ll find it very easy (after a few 
landings) to do 3-point landings.  It is not a 
challenging plane to land at all ‘until’ you start to 
slow down on the ground.  Then you will need to stay 
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stay alert as you try to keep your bird straight, going 
down the runway.  Remember, you are steering your 
craft from the tail, and its far back there, so if you 
over-correct, you spin out quite easily.  Once it starts 
coming around, hold on.  So, subtle adjustments and 
make sure you stay ahead of what your craft wants to 
do.

Tie Down:

Note that as I mentioned earlier, you have no battery 
switch, no Avionics switch, etc.  Only your ignition 
switch.  Shut everything off and fuel selector to off, 
and you are ready to de-plane and tie down your ship.  
Make sure you are careful not to turn off the engine 
with  the  GPS 'on'.  Turn  it  off  before  shutting  down 
to save the possibility of blowing fuses, etc, via the 
Alternator sending back a spike as the engine kicks 
out.

Notes on Handling:

Banking:  When you turn in traffic, the Pacer will 
start to descend ‘really nicely!’  That can be bad.  So 
keep your nose up when turning / banking.  

Compasses:  You will have 2 compasses in the vintage 
Pacers.  Why?  Well, let me tell you.  One is the simple 
Whiskey compass (regular basic magnetic thing on top 
of the panel, ball in a case of liquid, floats).  That is 
used to adjust your ‘Gyroscope Compass!’  So, when 
you start up your bird, you will immediately need to 
set your Gyro Compass to the same magnetic heading 
as your Whiskey compass (on the dash).  The beauty of 
your Gyroscope Compass is that it will not go back and 
fourth in headings when you are turning.  It will 
always read the ‘true’ heading, while the magnetic 
compass if busy floating around in the fluid filled 
casing, changing directions about 10 to 15 Degrees.  

Flaps:  These are manual.  They are controlled via the 
stick in the middle of the front seats near the floor.  
Up is ‘flaps down’.  Down is ‘flaps up’.  Just look out 
the window alot to see where they are located if you 
feel confused.  They are manual, so no funny, cool 
servo sounds.  Just a ratchet click sound.

Brakes:  Your brakes in a ‘real world’ Pacer were a 
bar under the center of the panel.  This worked both 
brakes and you slowed down thus.  The Super Pacer 
has toe brakes added at the pilots side ‘only’.  I left 
the older brake handle in there for the sake of those 
that love that thing, but...  It only animates via 
‘parking brake mode’.  Sorry.
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If you love wilderness flying and you do not own any of the famous ORBX scenery, then you might try out the Alaskan scenery pack 
that this package comes with.  This package features some neat additions to very basic ‘stock’ airports in FSX and Prepar3D.  Where 
they only had a building or two, now they have tons of hangers and scenery objects at several airports.  I didnt stop there.  You 
have to have wilderness places to land at as well if you are going to really be a bush pilot.  So...  I added cabins in the woods that 
have  a plane parked out front, cabins on lakes with a dock so you can land on the land and dock there.  You have camp sites on 
Glaciers, you have resorts in remote locations, large mine complexes, and on the inlets you’ll see tons of ships and fishing boats.  
There is even a carrier out in the ocean south of Anchorage.

All of this scenery is based around Hope, south of Anchorage, south of, and across the inlet.  The basic airports used are;
*Hope Airport	

*Quartz Creek Airport
*Summit Lake Airport
*South Gasline Airport
*Seward Airport	

*Lawing Airport
*Whittier Airport
*Perry Island

The rest are various cabins, lakes, etc, with no way to find them aside form GPS coordinates (supplied) and barely broadcastable 
NDB - ADF signals (thus the inclusion of the ADF instrumentation in the Pacers package).  Oh, there is also a crashed UFO on a 
mountain glacier, but Project Majic has already found it (Air Force) and a camp is around it.  You might just find it if you hurry.
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Scenery Locations for the Super Pacer 
package

Hope airport
GPS Coordinates
60 54.34
-149 37.45
Altitude   204 ft
ADF Signal   777

Summit Lake
GPS Coordinates
60 37.84
-149 30.25
Altitude   1264
ADF Signal   776

Quartz Creek Airport
GPS Coordinates
60 28.85
-149 43.33
Altitude      
ADF Signal   775

South Gasline Airport
GPS Coordinates
60 41.75
-150 10.94
Altitude   385
ADF Signal   774

Lawing Airport
GPS Coordinates
60 24.70
-149 22.16
Altitude   479
ADF Signal   778

Seward Airport
GPS Coordinates
60 8.01
-149 25.27
Altitude   26
ADF Signal   773

Whittier Airport
GPS Coordinates
60 46.67
-148 43.23
Altitude   
ADF Signal   772

Perry Island
GPS Coordinates

60 39.42
-147 56.26
Altitude   0
ADF Signal   771

Lake Cabin 1
GPS Coordinates
60 21.68
-149 2.18
Altitude   
ADF Signal   770

Lake Cabin 2
GPS Coordinates
60 28.87
-149 4.92
Altitude   1229
ADF Signal   769

Glacier Campsite 1
GPS Coordinates
60 13.10
-149 52.75
Altitude   2821
ADF Signal   768

UFO Crash Site
GPS Coordinates
60 6.35
-150 0.97
Altitude   4152
ADF Signal   767

Glacier Campsite 2
GPS Coordinates
60 14.24
-150 4.74
Altitude   2398
ADF Signal   766

Forest Cabin 1
GPS Coordinates
60 23.08
-150 6.25
Altitude   237
ADF Signal   765

Airstrip 1
GPS Coordinates
60 23.62
-150 7.83
Altitude   209
ADF Signal   764

Mine Complex 1

GPS Coordinates
60 32.42
-149 36.32
Altitude   1152
ADF Signal   763

Wilderness Restort Dock 1
GPS Coordinates
60 28.41
-149 13.04
Altitude   631
ADF Signal   762

Cabin Lake 3
GPS Coordinates
60 30.24
-149 25.42
Altitude   472
ADF Signal   761

Forest Cabin 2
GPS Coordinates
60 33.33
-149 16.32
Altitude   808
ADF Signal   760

Lake Port 1
GPS Coordinates
60 46.24
-148 48.84
Altitude   122
ADF Signal   759

Lake Resort
GPS Coordinates
60 49.55
-148 30.49
Altitude   4
ADF Signal   758

Rental Cabins Dock
GPS Coordinates
60 21.44
-149 22.17
Altitude   436
ADF Signal   757

Water and Land Port
GPS Coordinates
60 20.27
-149 22.09
Altitude   430
ADF Signal   756

Hotel
GPS Coordinates
60 23.47
-149 30.95
Altitude   436
ADF Signal   755

Mine Complex 2
GPS Coordinates
60 59.17
-149 25.12
Altitude   279
ADF Signal   754

Water Port 1
GPS Coordinates
60 57.83
-149 27.78
Altitude   4
ADF Signal   753

Water Port 2
GPS Coordinates
60 58.80
-149 36.77
Altitude   4
ADF Signal   752

Fire Island
GPS Coordinates
61 9.93
-150 9.85
Altitude   59
ADF Signal   751

Ranger Tower Complex
GPS Coordinates
60 32.89
-149 55.97
Altitude   3825
ADF Signal   750

Ranger Tower
High altitude ranger station and 
living quarters, deliver goods and 
mail if you can land on the top.
GPS Coordinates
60 32.89
-149 55.97
Altitude 3825 ft
ADF Signal 750
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ACTUAL PACERS

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".
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ACTUAL PACERS

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".
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ACTUAL PACERS

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".

Daves plane in Alaska
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THE PACER TEAM 

Roger Law

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".

Bill Ortis

Dwight FurleighDave Ronaldson Wayne Tudor

Nick Churchill
Pro Simulation Beta 

Testing

Piper Pacer 
consultant and Beta 

Testing

Workaholic team 
leader

Mesh maker and 
polygon torturer 

World Renown screenshot 
artist and pro 
photographer

World Renown 
Gauge Code Guru

Piper Pacer consultant and 
Beta Testing

Photo taken in a B-17 in 
flight!!!
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LIONHEART 
CREATIONS LTD.

Who we are... 

what we do... 

Piper Super Pacer
by Lionhea! Creations ".
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other aircraft by lionheart creations 
by Lionhea! Creations ".

www.lionheartcreations.com

avelina quest kodiak

dynamic

epic victory

Thursday, November 22, 12

http://www.lionheartcreations.com
http://www.lionheartcreations.com



